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PRECISION MACHINING
and SO MUCH MORE
Sure ... We Make That. Really. No matter what it is, Wilco
Precision makes parts and assemblies from smaller than your
fingernail to large structural assemblies up to 15 feet. No matter
if your parts needs are simplistic or unbelievably complex
sure ... we make that.
At our core is our precision aerospace quality machining
where we hold tolerances typically three times better than most
other shops. But it doesn't stop there. We have surrounded our
machining with a host of additional services some of which are
new technologies and you may not yet be familiar with them.
When it comes to finishes we do it all. Paint, Powder Coat,
Electroplate, Hard coat, Black Ox, Anodizing in a rainbow of
colors and hard anodizing. Need heat treating? Sure we do that.
Whatever finish your parts require you can count on Wilco to
deliver the exact finish you specify.
We do complete rubber molding of both large and small
parts in 20 different rubbers and colors ranging from soft and
flexible to extra hard and we can bond rubber to metal for rollers
and seals.
We do 3D printing in 12 different plastics including Carbon
Fiber. We can make a prototype of anything very fast and at far
less than the cost of machining. We also are offering metal 3D
printing to produce machined quality metal parts in any metal or
alloy.
Look through the following pages and find out how many
extra services Wilco can provide. When Wilco makes your parts
you will never have to send out to other vendors for secondary
operations.
Look there's your phone. Pick it up and call Wilco and let us
show you what we can do. Whatever your needs ...
Sure ... We Make That.

Wilco Precision
is your one stop shop for

ANYTHING
you need.
Any part, size, material, or complexity

MADE RIGHT NOW!

FLIP THROUGH OUR BROCHURE TO SEE
OUR GIANT VARIETY OF SERVICES!

What we do:
Precision Machining
Wilco is a total solution precision machine shop with many other
services. We offer full design service or work from customer drawings to
produce specialized parts or low volume production. Our customers are
some of the most demanding and come to us from a wide range of
industries. In addition to aerospace quality machining we provide full
part fin ishing, 3D Printing in plastic and metal, sheet metal parts, custom
rubber molding, 3D CNC wood carving, welding and engraving. We are
the one stop shop for anything you require.

Designing Parts or Machines
Need parts but don't have drawings? No problem. With decades of
design expertise, we can provide you with a total solution for your
machined parts or a complete machine from concept to completion. If
you can describe it we can deliver a visualization for approval. Then we
can design , make and deliver the finished product. We can make
AutoCAD drawings from your sketches. We can design most anything
you need . If you have a great idea or a simple need we can help bring it
to reality fast and affordable.

Rubber Molding
Wilco provides complete rubber molding of both small and large parts.
We work with 20 different types of rubbers in both black and colors and
mold single piece prototype parts to short run production molding. We
have rubbers from ultra-soft and flexible to super hard long wearing
material. We also do bonding of rubber to metal and rollers. Need a
prototype rubber part but don't have a mold? No problem. We can
design and make a mold usually within a day at low cost and get you the
rubber parts you need right away.

Sheet Metal Parts and Assembly
If your needs are for sheet metal fabrication Wilco is your right choice.
We make parts and complete assemblies from all metals from 1/32 inch
to 1 inch in thickness. Everything from electronic enclosures to racks
and chassis to large structural members can be fabricated promptly to
your drawings or specifications. Through the use of our CNC Plasma
cutting table even the most intricate shapes and cutouts are no problem.
Parts can be spot welded into full assemblies and painted, plated or
anodized as required.

3D Printed Parts Up To 36 Inches
Wilco is your source for 3D printed parts from 12 different types of
plastic and from two different resins. A prototype part can usually be
made in a day at far less cost than a machined prototype. We also print
in Carbon Fiber and several different woods. With our range of printer
sizes, we can make parts from a fraction of an inch to 30 by 30 by 42
inches in multi-color. When a project is the initial design stage a 3D
printed part or one off finished product is most economical. Parts can be
painted or otherwise finished.

Give us a call! (BOO) 549-1404
Powder Coating, Plating, and Anodizing
Wilco provides every type of metal finishing for parts. We can paint and
bake, and we can powder coat in our stock colors or a match to your
color. We also electroplate in copper, nickel, chrome and cadmium with
dichromate dip. We do heat treat hardening and black ox for steel parts
and hard coat for aluminum. For aluminum finishing we do anodizing in
both clear and a rainbow of colors. Ask for a color chart. We also do
hard anodizing. Parts made by Wilco never have to be sent out for third
party finishing.

All Types of Welding
At Wilco we do every type of welding including MIG, TIG, Arc, Gas, and
Plasma. We weld miniature parts as small as a half an inch up to very
large fabrication assemblies. We have the technologies and skills to
precision weld virtually all types of metals in any thickness. Our mobile
welding truck can do on location welding for large jobs. We provide spot
welding on sheet metal projects and we can cut the most intricate parts
in any thickness and up to 12 feet in size with our CNC Plasma Cutting
Table.

Panel Engraving
If you have a panel in either metal or plastic that requires nomenclature
Wilco can engrave mechanically or by laser the most intricate panel
markings. We can also design your panel markings for you including
round dial markings in any size. Engraved panels are far more durable
than silk screen or vinyl decals. We can paint or powder coat the panel
background in any color. We can also engrave on round or other non-flat
surfaces as well as most glass objects or flat glass panes. When you
need engraved parts call on Wilco.

3D Wood Parts
If you need a wood templet or you are in construction or architecture
and need a complex 3 dimensional wood part such as a detailed
window frame or ornamental trim Wilco can provide all of these. All we
need is your drawing or sketch and we will quickly make your item out of
most any wood or plywood. Need wood turnings? We can do those too
from simple to complex and we can replicate old or obsolete wood parts
when a drawing does not exist. Very large wood items can be made
from multiple sections.

3D Metal Printing
Wilco is installing full 3D Metal printing that allows us to make sample
one off prototype components very quickly and economically. The metal
printing can be performed in ANY metal or custom alloy so whatever
your specs we have you covered. After printing, the parts are heat
treated and given a number of finishing steps so that your printed part is
virtually identical to a machined part. Metal printing is an excellent way
to make obsolete or broken replacement parts fast and affordably.

There Is No Substitute For Being The Best.
Sometimes you want parts and service that goes beyond good. You need the best. That's
where Wilco Precision comes in in every way. First we make anything with no limits. We provide all of
the secondary operations you may be sending out for. We have many other technologies to offer such
as 3D Printing in Plastic and Metal as well as rubber molding and parts finishing. We are truly one stop
shopping for any of your requirements
But we don't stop there. We are old school and know how you want and should be treated. We
are as much a "high touch" company as we are high tech. Phones answered by real people not
machines. And you will find our customer service is second to none. The next time you have a parts
need give us a call. You won't be disappointed.
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